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Abstract - The VEGA is assembly spectrum code, developed as a design tool for 
producing a few-greup averaged cross section data for a wide range of reactor types 
including both thermal and fast reactors. It belongs to a class of codes, which may 
be characterized by the separate stages for microgroup, spectrum and macrogroup 
assembly calculations. The theoretical foundation for the development Of the VEGA 
code was integral transport theory in the first-flight collision probability formulation. 
Two versions of VEGA are now in use, VEGA-1 established on standard equivalence 
theory and VEGA-2 based on new subgroup method applicable for any geometry for 
which a flux solution is possible. This paper describes a features which are unique 
to the VEGA codes with concentration on the basic principles and algorithms used 
in the proposed subgroup method. Presented validation of this method, comprise the 
results for a homogeneous uratiium-plutonium mixture and a PWR cell containing a 
recycled uranium-plutonium oxide. Example application for a realistic fuel dissolver 
benchmark problem, which was extensive analyzed in the international calculations, 
is also included. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In realistic reactor analysis it is necessary to obtain a mixture dependent cross sections for 
many burnup conditions and resonant zones of different characteristics, e.g., a lattice constituted with 
different kinds of pins, a lattice with irregular water holes, etc. These calculations were and still are 
actual problem, because the very large point cross sections data should be reduced to a few 
multigroup values. A complexity arises from cross-correlating effects between various resonance 
absorbers in a mixture ("resonance interference effects'') as well as from resonance interference 
between resonant absorbers situated in different spatial locations ("spatial resonance interference 
effects"). 

Most of standard "design-oriented codes", use some variation of the Nordhaim1 or the 
Bondarenko2 metficd, which assumes that the flux spectrum is determined entirely by particular 
nuclide whose cross sections are being averaged, and neglect perturbations due to other resonance 
nuclides. The interference effects mat arose in a mixture of several resonance absorbers were treated 
with the assumption that resonances of any two absorbers are uncorrected. In the most widely used 
lattice physics codes, which are based on improved Bondarenko method, multigroup self-shielded 
cross sections for a single resonant nuclide are obtained by invoking equivalence theory and a 
problem-independent library in which effective resonance integrals are parameterized in terms of 
background cross sections and temperature. The value of background cross sections, used to compute 
multigroup self-shielded cross sections is usually obtained by approximate methods, implementing an 
analytical model for the escape probability to equate a heterogeneous geometry to an equivalent 
homogeneous one,3 or with the Livolant-Jeanpierre formalism4 based on the conservation of the 
effective resonance integral which is evaluated by combining the narrow resonance (NR) assumption 
with Lebesque-Stieltjes integration on the total cross sections. These sophisticated methods can gives 
acceptable results only for mixtures composed of a main nuclide (such as ^ U ) and very small 
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amounts of secondary resonant nuclides, and is stHI in widespread use for "standard geometries", 
including pinceli arrays (with semi-empirical corrections for missing neighbours) and fuel clusters. 
Its application to advanced-cycle or recycled fuel, where the secondary nuclides are present in 
subs tati onai amounts, does not provide the proper mixture-dependent shielded cross sections, as 
shown by Williams.5 Also, the standard design methods can not include the resonance skin effect 
(which causes piutonium to build up preferentially on the surface of a fuel pin). Finally, there are 
many more complex geometries including non-uniform clusters, partially dissolved fuel in processing 
plant, tight pitch lattice for high conversion light water reactors {with a mixed-oxide fueled core) and 
research and test realtors (with an enriched fuel) for which the standard equivalence approach would 
be very difficult to implement in a general formalism. Recent complementary reference calculations* 
(Monte Carlo and ultrafine slowing down calculations) confirm the need that design-oriented codes 
must utilize rigorous self-shielding methods (which must somehow contains information on resonance 
separation, width, etc.)-

For this reasons, a new generation of design methods for improved calculations of the 
resonance absorption has been derived. Some of them are briefly summarized in this paper, in order 
to emphasize principles and approximations that are used in improved modelling of resonance 
interference effects. One approach that has been proposed is to tabulate the shielding factors as a 
function of more variable to account for the resonance interference between different nuclides.7 A 
similar method is applied in the first version of the VEGA code,8 which has been developed to permit 
the neutronics calculation of thermal and fast critical assemblies.9"11 In this code the "mutual shielding 
effects" of one resonance nuclide with ^ U are made a function of background cross sections, 
temperature and the ratio of the ^ U atom density to that of resonance nuclide in question. The 
background cross section determination is designed for standard geometries, so that the VEGA code 
(including the latest version of this concept, e.g, VEGA-1 code) is not equipped to calculate spatial 
resonance interference effects in the fuel double heterogeneity problems. 

An extended theory, based on an assumption that the asymptotic (between resonances) flux 
is spatially uniform through the entire medium, which allows the treatment of resonance shielding in 
heterogeneous media containing the arbitrary mixtures of resonance nuclides, has been proposed by 
Sanchez and Mondot12. In this formalism (also called "PIC approximation"), each resonant mixture 
is treated separately by replacing other mixtures by similar mixtures to the one treated. A new 
generalization of the Livolant-Jeanpierre theory13 (called "background matrix formalism") takes 
exactly into account the spatial interferences between resonant mixtures when alt the resonant mixtures 
are simitar. In these improved methods, used in the APOLLO-H code," the effect of overlapping 
between resonant nuclides located in a same mixture, is taken by narrow resonance or wide resonance 
(WR) approximation with a formalism introduced by Williams.5 

Several improved procedures, based on the subgroup method, have also been proposed to 
make the accuracy of complex resonance treatment available in routine calculating. One such 
procedure has been developed and implemented in the new version of the VEGA code. This Paper 
summarises the physical principles and mathematical methods used in the proposed subgroup 
treatment and gives some examples of special applications to demonstrate its flexibility. 

II. MAIN FEATUHES OF VEGA CODES 

The VEGA code was originally developed in early 1980s, as a design tool for a variety of 
usages in the neutronics calculations of thermal and fast reactors (such as a feasibility study, a 
conceptual design and an experimental analysis). First version8 of the code was completed by the 
coupling of the existing methods derived for thermal reactors (as implemented in WIMS code) and 
fast critical assemblies (within the framework of the Bondarenko shielding factor approach). The basic 
library has been compiled with 12 fast and unresolved resonance groups, 10 resolved resonance 
groups and 22 thermal groups. In the fast and unresolved resonance regions, the multigroup cross 
sections data have been used from the BNAB-78 library13 (which is generated from basic data 
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evaluations and integral adjustments). For resolved resonance region, the multigroup cross sections 
and self-shielding factors are obtained by the ultra-fine slowing down code CESD (Ref. 8) and BNL-
325 resolved resonance parameters.16 Detailed thermal scattering matrices are provided by using 
Nelkin .theoretical model17 for hydrogen and deuterium, and Egelstaff model18 for graphite. For alt 
other materials free gas law scattering matrices are used. 

The resonance treatment is based on classic equivalence theorems which relate a library of 
self-shielding factors for each resonance nuclide in each group to the particular heterogeneous 
problem. For standard geometries, e.g., a pinceU arrays and a clusters of rods the equivalence 
theorems used in VEGA code are similar and are derived by obtaining suitable rational approximation 
for die fuel escape probability in each case.319 A simplified method, based on the combination of the 
intermediate resonance (IR) approximation and table look-up method of the resonance shielding factors 
is applied to calculate the resonance shielding of ^ U . The standard two-region model, in which the 
fuel escape probability is described by the "escape cross section" (expressed as a function of the mean 
chord length in the fuel pin and the lattice Dancoff factor1) is homogenized by introducing an 
equivalent homogeneous material in the form of the IR approximation. This homogenization is 
achieved by determining a fictitious moderator, substituting the pseudo-moderator (characterised with 
a escape cross section) and scatterers in the fuel and moderator region. A set of required IR 
parameters are calculated for typical resonance levels of 338U by solving the coupled set of resulting 
transcendental equations.20 Hie interference effects that arose in a mixture of several resonant nuclides 
are treated with the assumption that the a8U is the predominate resonance absorber. This assumption 
allows to take account only the interference effects between one secondary resonance nuclide in 
mixture (such as ^ U , 239Pu arid^^Pu) and 23SV. The model is based on an assumption21 that shielding 
factors of one secondary resonance nuclide vary linearly with the ratio of ^ U atom density to that 
of secondary resonant nuclide. 

The first VEGA library, contained 44 energy groups was extended to 55-group " VEGA-1" 
library in the early 1990s. Energy mesh boundary of this library is based on the WIMS-D 69-gtoup 
structure, slightly modified in the low lying resonance of ^ ^ where the resonance absorption are 
calculated by including theupscattering and chemical binding effects of principal moderators and self-
shielding factors with broad energy group structure of lethargy width Aa =0.125. The basic data of 
the VEGA-1 library were generated from the ENDF/B-1V data and the Koppel-Houston thermal 
neutron scattering law data22 with the NJOY package.23 This library is used by VEGA-1 code, which 
is basically the same as the original VEGA code of the 1980s. 

A comprehensive set of collision probability routines for various lattice geometries permits 
the assembly calculations of a variety of thermal and fast reactors. For one dimensional slab, 
cylindrical or spherical geometries the Carlvik method24 is used. In the x-y plane two models are 
available, CLUP (Ref. 25) for rod arrays in LWR geometries and PIJ (Ref. 26) in more general 
cluster configurations. 

The assembly calculation, which is performed in several broad energy groups, is preceded 
by a sequence of spectrum calculations preformed in the basic cross sections library energy groups. 
A series of different spectrum geometries are calculated to cover all typical situations in a single 
assembly. The geometries used in the spectrum calculations are replicas of portions of the true 
assembly geometry. Boundary conditions from the assembly calculation are used for each spectrum 
geometry. Few-group macroscopic cross sections for use in the assembly calculations are formed 
using the spectra calculated for all the different types of cells and subregions within them. The 
assembly calculations are achieved without homogenization of pin-cells. This calculations is normally 
performed assuming that there is no net leakage from the assembly geometry. A correction for the 
influence of global leakage is made on the basis of a B, approximation. 

The principal output of VEGA-1 code include reactivity, fluxes and reaction rates, and few-
group average cross sections for input to whole core fuel management and transient codes. Kinetics 
and safety related parameters are also provided. A series of analyses of the experiments at coupled 
fast-thermal system HERBE showed the good prediction on not only the multiplication factors but also 
the spectrum and kinetics parameters.10'" 
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Because of the assumption under which the resonance absorption were treated, the VEGA-1 
code is no longer apply in the practical cases where resonant nuclides are located in various media, 
such as the fuel double heterogeneity problems. This reality have led to the development of an 
improved subgroup method, which is able to account for resolved resonance interference effects 
between inmixed as well as spatially-separated resonant nuclides. Physical basis of this method and 
resulting SUBGR code for producing a predefined general applicable libraries of the subgroup cross 
sections data are summarised in Sec, III. More recently, this phase of improvement has resulted in 
a new code VEGA-2, which combines the advantageous features of the previous version and a newly 
developed methods. In the unresolved resonance region, an existing widely applied subgroup method, 
derived for fast reactor lattice cell calculations,34 is used in this code.. 

In addition to improvements in methods, there has also been progress with the basic data 
library used by VEGA-2. Two libraries of the multigroup and subgroup data are generated from 
modern evaluated auclear data. Standard 55-group library is generated from ENDF/B-IV file, which 
is processed by NJOY package, t he extended library with 155 energy groups is based on the 
ENDF/B-VI file (released in 1990). Point cross sections from this file are reconstructed with the 
LINEAR, RECENT and SIGMA1 codes.27 In both libraries, (he multigroup data are generated by 
NJOY package, while the subgroup data are produced with SUBGR code. Many additional boundaries 
in the new 155-group scheme were included to improve the modelling of important fission products, 
higher aetinides, and leakage at high energies. This extension of the scheme is considered sufficient 
in order to assume problem independent group slowing down cross sections. 

III. OUTLINE OF THE VEGA 
SUBGROUP METHOD 

In the subgroup method, which was originally formulated by Nikolaev et all28 for a resonance 
calculation in fast reactors, a term subgroup refers to a collection of neutrons all "seeing" 
approximately the same total cross sections. The advantage of subgroup method over the classic 
shielding factor approach, particularly in complex geometries, is that no equivalence theory relations 
are used. An extension of initial version of this method to the resolved resonance range in complicated 
geometries was first introduced by Roth.29 A Roth's subgroup method, included in the WIMSE code,30 

may simply be represented as the replacement of difficult Reimann integral Over the group energy 
interval by the simpler Lebesque-Stieltjes summation of the products of the subgroup cross sections, 
subgroup fluxes and subgroup weights which "save" that integrals. This fitting method is not based 
on a rigorous procedure for determining the subgroup cross sections, and relies on intuition or 
experience. A generalized subgroup method, which eliminates the problem connected to the choice 
of the subgroup cross sections and calculation of the subgroup weights is proposed by Tebin and 
Yudfcevich.31 For this method, the subgroup cross sections are evaluated by combining the probability 
table method,32 which save the neutron transmission curves, and an analytical method33 based on 
preservation of cross section momenta, while the transfer probabilities between subgroups are 
determined with an approximate slowing down model, based on a linear combination of NR and WR 
approximation. 

In the current subgroup method a different procedure is proposed to determine the optimum 
number of subgroups and their individual values in the resolved resonance region. Hie choice of the 
subgroup structure is based on physical criterias which minimize die self-shielding in each subgroup 
for different homogeneous media represented by a corresponding set of a NR background cross 
sections. A set of an "universal subgroup fluxes", used to produce a predefined general applicable 
library of the subgroup cross sections and transfer probabilities between subgroups, is evaluated by 
preserving the reaction rates in each subgruop. The algorithm is constructed so that the reaction rates 
are calculated from the integral transport equation derived on the basis of neutron conservation in the 
zone-subgroup domain under consideration. The proposed subgroup method, available in VEGA-2 
code, can model the variation of neutron capture for any resonance absorber within and around a pin 
rather than just providing an average values as does the sophisticated method. 
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IV. RESULTS 

Validation of VEGA codes has been carried in various areas using an identical database, e.g., 
the point cross sections generated from ENDF/B-IV data with the NJOY code. Resonance interference 
effects has been considered only between resolved resonances which cause the largest effect for 
thermal reactors. For these reactors the major resonance absorbers are ^ U , 338U, °^Pu and ^ u , and 
the major resonance interference effects are caused by 33SU absorption. Most of the resonance 
interference occurs between 1 and 200 eV in which M8U has its largest resonances. 

Accuracy of VEGA-2 subgroup method (routine SGM) for homogeneous media was analyzed 
against "independent resonance weighting" concept (routine IRW), Williams scheme for computing 
the "resonance interference factors" (routineIRW-RIF) and continuous energy slowing down solution 
(routine CESD). In the VEGA 55-group structure there are 6 groups between 4.0 eV and 148.7 eV 
(Table I) for which the resonance absorption were computed. The resonance interference factors for 
this energy range were calculated with wide resonance approximation on a 12.000 point energy grid 
for the following reactions: ^ U absorption and fission, ^ U absorption, ^Pu absorption and fission, 
and ^^Pu absorption. These data, along with the corresponding values of lethargy were stored on an 
auxiliary data set. A comparison of IRW, IRW-RIF and SGM results for a homogeneous uranium-
plutoniurn mixture5 (described in Table II) is shown in Tables III, IV, V and VI. It can be seen that 
the proposed subgroup method improves the agrement between VEGA-2 and CESD for nearly every 
group in which resonance Interference is an important factor. The precision of this subgroup method 
corresponds to the Williams method, while the calculations with the SGM routine are much faster than 
those with the IRW-RIF routine. 

TABLE I 
Energy Boundaries for VEGA 

55-Group Structure 

VEGA 
Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Upper Energy 
(eV) 

148.728 
75,501 
48.052 
27.700 
15,968 
9.877 
4.000 

TABLE U 
Composition of Uranium-Plutonium Homogeneous 

Mixture Used to Benchmark Calculation 

Nuclide 

SWTJ 
2MTJ 

239pu 

2«Pu 
Moderator8 

Atom Density 

1.504-10* 
2.073-10* 
3.97*10* 
3.344-10"3 

1.0 

"Effective NR scatterer with £, = 1.0275 cm'1 
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TABLE HI 
Effective Shielding Factor for S5U Fission 

in Homogeneous Uranium-Plutonium Mixture 

Group 

18 
19 
20« 
21 
22 
23 

CESD 

ffn^/ff« 

I.G032 
1.0211 
1.0075 
0.9566 
1.0027 
1.0119 

Percent error from CESD 

IRW 

0.2 
-3.0 
-3.1 
1.1 

-3.2 
^.9 

IRW-RIF 

0.5 
0.2 

-0.4 
-0.2 
-0.3 
-0.4 

SGM 

0.1 
0,0 

-1.2 
0 9 

-0.7 
-2.6 

TABLE IV 
Effective Shielding Faetor for ^U Absorption 
in Homogeneous Uranium-Plutonium Mixture 

Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

CESD 

fftfi/ff,. 

0.1342 
0.0835 
0.0622 
0.0564 
1.0041 
0.0586 

Percent error from CESD 

IRW 

-1.1 
-0.3 
-1.3 
-1.6 
-1.9 
-1.3 

IRW-RIF 

0.4 
0.8 
0.4 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 

SGM 

-0.6 
0.9 
1.1 
0.7 

-0.2 
-1.3 

TABLE V 
Effective Shielding Factor for ̂ 'Pu Fission 

in Homogeneous Uranium-Plutonium Mixture 

Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

. 23 

CESD 

ffmi>. 

0.9780 
0.8886 
0.9851 
0.9312 
G.8Ć94 
0.8940 

Percent error from CESD 

IRW 

-2.7. 
-2.5 
-6.5 
-7.3 
-0.8 
-7.0 

IRW-RIF 

-1.2 
-4.5 
-1.1 
-0.7 
-0.4 
-0.6 

SGM 

-1.0 
-1.3 
-1.4 
1.0 

-0.2 
-2.7 
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TABLE VI 
Effective Shielding Factor for ^ u Absorption 
in Homogeneous Uranium-Plutonium Mixture 

Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

CESD 

<Wff« 

0.9250 
0.7021 
0.8997 
0.6577 
0.9994 
1.0531 

Percent error trom CESD 

IRW 

3.7 
42.4 
3.1 

23.9 
0.0 

-5.2 

IRW-RIF 

3.0 
5.9 
0.6 

-fi.7 
0.0 
Q.0 

SGM 

2.0 
4.2 
2.5 
7.7 
0.0 
0.7 

The VEGA-2 subgroup treatment has also been tested for a heterogeneous lattice consisting 
of recycled U02-Pu(X pins (0.819 cm diam) placed oa a square pitch of 1.25 cm in a light water 
moderator'2 (described in Table Vil). Calculations have been performed for three resonant regions 
in the fuel (with radii of 0.2559 cm, 0.3583 cm and 0,4095 cm). In this example, the benchmark 
tools used were flie generalised LivOlant-Jeanpierre formalism with the Williams concept for 
resonance interference factors correction (routine GLJ-RIF) and continuous energy slowing down 
collision probability solution (routine CESD-CPM). As in the classical approach, the equivalence in 
the GLJ-RIF routine is obtaioned by using the conservation of the self-shielded cross sections which 
is evaluated in the original heterogeneous geometry by combining the NR approximation with a 
difficult Reimann integration technique based on a 12.000 point energy grid from auxiliary data set. 
For the general case, this equivalence equation is more complicated, even in the NR approximation 
and a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration technique, so that* the routine GU-RIF is primarily a diagnostic 
tool and is not intended for design computations. Results of calculated radial dependence of effective 
resonance absorption within the fuel are presented in Tables Vm, IX and X. As seen in these Tables, 
the precision of the VEGA-2 subgroup method is similar to die more demanding treatment based on 
the generalised Livolant-Jeanpierre formalism. The error in the effective shielding factors for ^U 
absorption does not exceed 2 %, which is sufficient for most practical problems. Once again the 
subgroup method in VEGA-2 code consistently improves agreement with more rigorous method in 
CESD-CPM for groups that exibit spatial resonance interference effects. 

TABLE VM 
Composition of recycled U<VPuQ Mixture (33000 MWd/t) 

Nuclide 

235TJ 

**Pu 
^"Pu 

Atom Density 

2.250-10* 
2.080-ia2 

1.000-10* 
3.900-10* 



TABLE VHI 
Effective Shielding Factor for Z38U Absorption in a 

Inner Layer (LI) of PWR Cell Containing Recycled Fuel 

Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 « 
22 
23 

CBSD-CFM 

ff^ff. 

0.1122 
0.0591 
0.0491 
0.0414 
1.0199 
0.044S 

Percent error 
ftom CESD-CPM 

GU-RIF 

1.5 
-5.3 
-1.1 
-0,7 
-1.7 
0.1 

SGM 

-0.8 
1.9 
1.3 
1.9 

*03 
1.8 

TABLE DC 
Effective Shielding Factor for MU Absorption in a 

Intermediate Layer (L2) of PWR Cell Containing Recycled Fuel 

Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

- 23 

CESD-CPM 

*rtmJom 

0.1322 
0.0720 
0.0578 
0.0494 
1.0171 
0.0526 

Percent error 
from CESD-CPM 

GU40F 

1.0 
-4.9 
-1.3 
-0.3 
-0.6 
0.1 

SGM 

-1.1 
-0.9 
0.2 
1.3 

-0.3 
0.2 

TABLE X 
Effective Shielding Factor for 2MU Absorption in a 

Outer Layer (L3) of PWR Cell Containing Recycled Fuel 

Group 

18 
19 
20 
21 

. 22 
23 

CESD-CPM 

ff„Jam 

ili
lll

 

Percent error 
from CESD-CPM 

GU-RIF 

1.1 
1.2 
3.5 
1.0 
1.2 

-0.3 

SGM 

0.0 
-1.3 
-1.0 
0.8 

-0.2 
-0.7 



Finally, the proposed subgroup method has been benchmarked for recent exercise which 
represents a systems with a fuel double heterogeneity, i.e. fuel in solid form (pellets) surrounded by 
fissile material in solution. The need for this type of analysis arises in several situations: dissolution 
of fuel elements in acid and TMI-2 type reactor accidents. Improvements in the up-dated 1990 
contributions,* as do recent complementary reference calculations (Monte Carlo and ultrafine slowing 
down solutions), confirm that the major source of dispersion in the standard design-oriented method 
is the incorrect evaluation of effective resonance cross section for 'atV. The largest discrepancies are 
showed for the benchmark problem 20. This problem0 represents a spherical pellets (1 cm diam) of 
U03 (2.5 % enriched uranium) dissolving continuously in a borated water solution (1500 ppm) at 
several pellet packing densities. The problem is illustrated in Figure 1, which show a comparison of 
calculated reactivity loss as function of fuel pellet solution, for a packing fraction (PFsV^/V«,,) of 
0.4. These results are obtained by various international contributors during the course of this exercise. 
The reference evaluation is acquired by using continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP (Ref.35) 
with BMCCS1 neutron cross sections library based on the ENDF/B-IV data. All results of the 
improved calculations obtained by the hyperfine slowing down treatment (SCALE-ROLAIDS, 
Ref.36), the generalised Livolant-3eanpierre formalism (APOLLO-11, Ref. 14), the subgroup 
correlation procedure (WIMSE, Ref. 30) and proposed subgroup method (VEGA-2) are in close 
agrement on the rate of reactivity loss. The spread is about 1000 pcm. Analysis of results of the 
standard design-oriented method (APOLLO, Ref. 37, and N1TAWL code in the SCALE reactor 
physics simulation package36) emphasized the inadequacy to account for ZUU resonance mutual self-
shielding effect in the pellet-fissile liquor interaction. 
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Figure 1. A comparison of the results in the international calculation of the 
reactivity loss with pellet dKSotntion for the Benchmark Problem 20 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This Piper summarises main features of VEGA codes and gives some examples of special 
applications which demonstrate its ability to account correctly for problems where resonant nuclides 
are located in various media, such as the fuel double heterogeneity situation. 

Development of VEGA will continue with the aim of further improvements to increase the 
range of problems that can be solved with sufficient space and energy resolution, and to improve the 
code reliability by extending the verification and validation database. 
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